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	Readers continue to turn to Klein's Organic Chemistry As a Second Language: Second Semester Topics, 4th Edition because it enables them to better understand fundamental principles, solve problems, and focus on what they need to know to succeed. The fourth edition explores the major principles in the field and explains why they are relevant. It is written in a way that clearly shows the patterns in organic chemistry so that readers can gain a deeper conceptual understanding of the material. Topics are presented clearly in an accessible writing style along with numerous hands-on problem solving exercises.
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Sams Teach Yourself Web Services in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
According to recent press reports, everyone is developing Web Services, but many are still in the exploratory phase - learning what's involved and how to achieve ROI.  This book is designed to give a working introduction to Web Services to help decision-makers prepare for the implementation in their companies.  It demystifies the topic by...
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Inside Dynamic Html (Microsoft Programming Series)Microsoft Press, 1997
For Web developers, one of the most exciting features of Microsoft(r) Internet Explorer 4.0 is Dynamic HTML, a powerful Microsoft extension of standard HTML that brings a new level of interactivity to content developers' Web sites. And INSIDE DYNAMIC HTML is the technical bible on this important new innovation. It's for Web developers,...
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Expert SQL Server 2005 DevelopmentApress, 2007
While building on the skills you already have, Expert SQL Server 2005 Development will help you become an even better developer by focusing on best practices and demonstrating how to design high-performance, maintainable database applications.
This book starts by reintroducing the database as a integral part of the software development...
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System Level Design with Rosetta (Systems on Silicon)Morgan Kaufmann, 2006
The steady and unabated increase in the capacity of silicon has brought the semiconductor industry to a watershed challenge.  Now a single chip can integrate a radio transceiver, a network interface, multimedia functions, all the "glue" needed to hold it together as well as a design that allows the hardware and software to be reconfigured...
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OpenCL Programming GuideAddison Wesley, 2011

	Industry pundits love drama. New products don’t build on the status quo
	to make things better. They “revolutionize” or, better yet, define a “new
	paradigm.” And, of course, given the way technology evolves, the results
	rarely are as dramatic as the pundits make it seem.


	Over the past decade,...
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Beginning Flash Game Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2005
You can start game programming in a flash      

Here's how to create five different cool games — no experience necessary!      

Ever think you could come up with a better computer game? Then this book is for you! No boring programming theory here, just the stuff you need to know to actually make something happen, and all in...
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